The Tammy Taylor "Perfect French Manicure" - a Timeless
Classic
"The French Manicure is a Timeless Classic and it is the most popular Manicure done,
and in the most exclusive Salons worldwide. The Tammy Taylor "Perfect" French
Manicure is not only great for every day wear, because it matches all of your client's
outfits no matter what color or style, but it is always beautiful and appropriate for all
special occasions, such as weddings and parties.
I have been doing French Manicures for over 25 years on my clients, and they
absolutely love it.
Tammy Taylor

Research and Development by Tammy Taylor, a
Licensed Professional Nail Technician for Over
25 Years
Professionally Approved and Used Around the
World at the Most Exclusive Salons.
I put together the "Perfect French Manicure Kit" for
you, so you can do beautiful French manicures in
your Salon. Also: Retailing the Tammy Taylor
"Perfect French Manicure Kit" to your clients is a
great idea. I like all of my clients to have their own
Perfect French Manicure kit at home, so they can
touch up between manicures.
Your Tammy Taylor "Perfect French Manicure
Kit" Includes:
1. Tammy Taylor "California French White" Nail Colour (polish)
o A special opaque white that was created for the free-edge of the nail.
o Your White free-edge will be very smooth and shiny, never chalky or
streaky, or thick.
o There is a Base coat in the formula so you can apply it directly to the
natural fingernail.
2. Tammy Taylor "California French Pink" Nail Colour (polish)
o A creamy sheer natural looking pink polish for the nail-bed.
o This natural looking pink is never too dark and never discolors the white
free-edge.
o The Base coat is in the formula, so you can apply it directly to the natural
fingernail.
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3. Tammy Taylor "Z-Coat" Non-Yellowing Top Coat
o Z-Coat gives your nails a professional Salon smooth luster, never before
experienced with other top coats.
o Use over ALL of your nail polishes to stop streaks and bubbles.
o Z-Coat will keep reds and deep colored polish from fading, and French
Manicures from yellowing on natural nails.
o Z-Coat Formula goes on smooth with a high gloss shine, and has a hard
but flexible chip proof finish.
4. French Manicure "Forms"
o Easy to use, stick on guides, to help make a clean white line at your freeedge.
5. Logo "Draw String Carry Bag"
o A cute little bag to keep your kit altogether so it is ready when you are.
Get Your Tammy Taylor "Perfect French
Manicure Kit" Today
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